
MONROE PRO
WELCOME TO THE TURBO ZONE

FROM URBAN TO 
GARDEN KITCHEN
THE RIGHT BARBECUE FOR 
EVERY OCCASION

SPARE RIBS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO 
KNOW ABOUT SPARE RIBS

CHICKEN  
WITH A DIFFERENCE
POULTRY IDEAS WITH TASTE GUARANTEE

OUTDOOR DINING AND MORE
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The burner, the heart of the barbecue
A reliable burner is the heart of an Enders barbecue and the key to 
such innovations as the TURBO ZONE and the HEAT RANGE technol-
ogy, which make barbecuing with an Enders so amazing. Our barbe-
cues with their award-winning designs are developed at our site in 
Werdohl in the Sauerland region, all featuring the latest technology. 
Our team of internal and external barbecue experts test quality, safe-
ty and practical viability down to the last detail.

Our complete programme
Our product range is as diverse as barbecuing itself. From the mobile 
table-top barbecue to compact barbecues for an urban setting to the 
fully equipped garden kitchen - we have the right solution for every 
use and every requirement.

To barbecue is to enjoy life
Barbecuing with Enders is not a religion. Barbecuing means taking joy 
in the original and simple way of preparing food, in being creative and in-
tuitive, and in being rewarded with tasty treats. For us, a barbecue is not 
a status symbol. It above all means outstanding and durable technology 
with an impressive price-performance ratio. Let us inspire you with the 
countless possibilities of the Enders world of barbecue! 

The outdoor world
IS OUR WORLD

Our legendary 1950s Enders “Baby" camp stove could 
not be used for barbecuing. But being a pioneer of gas 
burner technology and our 130-year history in metal 
processing paved the way for us to become a leading 
manufacturer of barbecues and patio heaters.

URBAN GRILLING 
AND CHILLING

THE KANSAS PRO 
WELCOME TO 

THE PROS

THE MONROE PRO 
STOVE FOR ALL BAR-
BECUE ADVENTURES

WE HAVE 
EVERY-

THING YOU 
COULD POS-
SIBLY NEED!

SWITCH GRID  
PIMP YOUR GRILL

AURORA  
YOU CAN DO IT WITHOUT SMOKE

10

PATIO FIREPLACES  
AND HEATERS 

IT WARMS YOUR HEART

04 RECIPE SMASHED BURGER 18

06 RECIPE RIB EYE STEAK
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OPEN FOR ALL  
BARBECUE ADVENTURES

The Enders MONROE PRO is just the kind of pro you’d want: Its qual-
ity standard is outstanding, its parts are perfectly coordinated and 
it features brilliant highlights such as the cooking hood and com-
bustion chamber in cast aluminium. And the price of the Enders 
MONROE PRO is not to be sneezed at either – in line with the motto: 
PAY LESS FOR YOUR BARBECUE... AND PUT MORE ON IT INSTEAD.

monroe pro

hotter faster, 
delicious
THE ENDERS TURBO BURNER

Easy to use and hard to improve on. The 
800 °C TURBO ZONE means you grill us-
ing infrared heat like a true professional.  
Top temperatures of over 400 °C on the grill 
means you achieve the right barbecue aro-
mas for a great steak. 

rotating for 
gourmets
THE INFRARED BACK BURNER

Now even skewering is no longer a problem. 
Whether it’s kebabs, chicken or even pyramid 
cakes, the BACKBURNER with infrared heat 
opens up all kinds of possibilities and turns 
your MONROE PRO into an all-rounder. 

just look,  
don't touch
THE EXTRA LARGE PANORAMA WINDOW

You get the best barbecue results when you 
don’t open the hood too often. That's why the 
MONROE PRO has an extra large panorama 
window that allows you to see everything.
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HERE IS SOMETHING 
FOR THE EYES!

Cook the perfect rib eye steak with the TURBO ZONE

LET'S START AT THE BEGINNING 
The rib eye steak has nothing to do with the sensory organ of the same name. It’s just the 
name of a steak cut from the prime rib. The muscle meat is enveloped by the fatty rib eye 
cap that looks a bit like an eye because of its lean core. Rib eye steaks are among the best 
steaks for barbecuing, but they require patience and sure-footed instinct.To make sure that 
your encounter with the rib eye does not end with you getting a black eye, we’re happy to give 
you a helping hand. 

WHAT YOU NEED
First, take a rib eye steak on the bone. Take an approx. 1 kg piece of meat and use US beef for 
authenticity. Have coarse sea salt and freshly ground pepper at the ready.

WHAT YOU DON'T NEED 
Hurry, hustle and bustle. Take the steak out of the fridge at least one hour before prepara-
tion. The meat takes on the temperature of the room, which shortens the cooking process  

 

STEP 1
Start up the TURBO ZONE. Turn the knob to 
its highest setting (= 9 o’clock) and wait 10 
minutes. Please don’t check the tempera-
ture – the lid must stay closed. While you are-
waiting you can season the steak with salt on 
both sides. Trust your instinct and don't over-
do it. Did we mention that you should use sea 
salt? We did. Definitely don’t use iodised salt! 

STEP 2
90-45-90 - that’s not the phone number of 
our favourite butcher, it’s the method you 
use to barbecue your steak. Meaning: You 
barbecue the steak for 90 seconds, rotate it 
by 45 degrees and wait another 90 seconds. 
Then you turn the steak over and repeat the 
process. 

STEP 3
That was hot enough. Now let your steak 
sit on the indirect part of the barbecue at 
120°–140 °C until it has a core temperature 
of 54°–56 °C.

STEP 4
Take the steak off the barbecue and let it rest 
for a few minutes. This allows the liquid to 
stay in the meat and your rib eye steak stays 
nice and juicy. 

AND NOW WE’RE 
THERE 
The most important thing of all: The selfie 
with your sliced steak. Cut across the fibre, of 
course, and seasoned with salt and pepper. 

TIP 
The rib eye should also be a feast 
for the eyes.

Only maximum heat gives you a 
nice crust and is simply part of the 
cooking process. 
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ITEM NO. 8378630

>>   4 stainless-steel  
burners

>>   Window

>>   Back burner

>>   Cooker

>>   30 mbar

ITEM NO. 8376630

>>   3 stainless-steel 
burners

>>   Window

>>   Back burner

>>   Cooker

>>   30 mbar

ITEM NO. 8371630

>>   3 stainless-steel 
burners

>>   Cooker

>>   30 mbar

ITEM NO. 8374630

>>   3 stainless-steel  
burners

>>   Window

>>   2 fold-down lateral  
shelves

>>   30 mbar

this is what the 
monroe pro can do:
>>  Double-walled cooking lid and combustion 

chamber with durable cast aluminium side 
panels

>>  Extra large panorama window*

>> SWITCH GRID: enamelled cast grate with  
 a variety of barbecuing options**

>>  TURBO ZONE: reaches temperatures of 
more than 400 °C on the grate at turbo 
speed for quick searing

>>  HEAT RANGE: keeps temperatures 
constant for cooking at low and high 
temperatures

>>  SIMPLE CLEAN: the components of 
the combustion chamber are manually 
removable for easy cleaning – no tools 
needed

>>  Infrared back burner: for juicy and crispy 
meat on the meat skewer***

>> Large warming grate made from stainless  
 steel opens with the lid and keeps cooked  
 food hot

>>  11-kg gas bottle can remain inside the 
base unit during use

>>  Stainless-steel flame tamers protect the 
burners and optimise heat distribution

 

   * except Black 3 K TURBO     ** except  X 3 S TURBO 
            *** applies to 3 + 4 SIK TURBO

4 SIK TURBO 3 SIK TURBO BLACK 3 K TURBO X 3 S TURBO 

DID YOU KNOW?
In contrast to many other makes, the 
gas bottles of our gas grills are where 
they should be – in the base of the 
grill where it does not interfere with 
the appliance. 
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YOUR HOTSPOT IN THE 
MIDDLE OF THE CITY
URBAN BARBECUING 
in THE CITY, OUTDOORS, ON TREND.
There are many things you can do in the city: you 
can stay at home or meet up with friends, simply 
hang out or eat some delicious food. If you don't 
feel like choosing and would rather do it all, we 
have just the right trend for you. What started out 
with sustainable urban gardening and raised beds 
has now found its continuation in urban grilling.
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URBAN series
There are good reasons why we gave this grill se-
ries this name. It is specifically made for the city 
and combines compact design with leading-edge 
functionality. The URBAN PRO is an all-rounder and 
yet fits on every table. Two individually adjustable 
stainless steel burners make it perfect for barbe-
cuing, cooking and baking. You can try out many 
barbecue techniques with the enamelled cast-iron 
grate, and low-temperature cooking is no prob-
lem either. And with the URBAN PRO TROLLEY, the 
easy-to-install base ensures stability.

Many people are simply stunned when they discover how many brilliant functions the URBAN PRO has. 
And they’ll be just as stunned when they taste the delicious pizza we’re about to introduce you to. 
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING ABOUT A GOOD PIZZA: THE DOUGH. 

You need: 
# 250 ml warm water
# 450 g flour
# 10 g yeast
# 12 ml olive oil 
# a pinch of sugar
# a pinch of salt
# Time

And this is how 
you use the  
Urban Pro:
Add flour to the pizza stone and place the 
dough on the stone. You can now start putting 
toppings on your pizza.

Now you place the stone with pizza into the 
preheated grill, close the cooking hood and 
select the burner setting (middle to highest 
setting) so that the temperature levels out at 
180-200 °C. 
Your pizza will be ready in about 15 minutes.

Tip: If it gets too crispy at the bottom, put 
something in between the stone and the pizza 
(stone/metal sheet).

Mamma Mia !
THE URBAN PRO BRINGS 
OUT THE PIZZAIOLO IN 
YOU

AND IF YOU FEEL A LITTLE CLAUS-
TROPHOBIC IN YOUR OWN FOUR 
WALLS, THE EXPLORER WILL AC-
COMPANY YOU WHEREVER YOU 
WANT TO GO - TO THE PARK NEXT 
DOOR OR TO ANOTHER CONTINENT.

URBAN PRO TROLLEY 
ITEM NO. 208030 
30 MBAR

And this is 
how it works:
 Mix warm water, flour, yeast, olive oil  
 and a pinch each of sugar and salt to  
 a smooth dough 
  Cover it well and leave to rest for  

one hour until the dough has risen  
to twice its size

 Knead the dough again 
 Wait for another hour at least:  
 the smoother the dough, the better 
 Roll out the dough until it is nice 
 and thin 

 Top with whatever toppings you like

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

EXPLORER NEXT PRO
ITEM NO. 210230 
30 MBAR

Buon Appetito!
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Your city balcony turns into a party spot with its own barbecue restaurant. And to make sure you can get 
started as soon as the sun comes out, we have the BROOKLYN NEXT SERIES in our range for you.

PRODUCT TIP
ONE BAR
mobile 
lounge

JUST ADD AIR

With ONE BAR you combine lifestyle and comfort 
with the mobility and lightness of an inflatable. 
Whether at home, on the patio or on holiday - ONE 
BAR stands for highest seating comfort and looks 
great. 

It only takes minutes to set up (and taking it down 
is just as quick), and you don't need any tools. Look 
forward to infinite combination possibilities! Web 
shop: onebar-lounge.com

AND THERE IS A REASON WHY IT’S CALLED BROOKLYN, because 
in the (rather hip) New York neighbourhood by the East Rivers living 
space is scarce and the nights are long. For the BROOKLYN NEXT 
series, however, no balcony is too small and no morning is too far 
away. It scores points with two or three stainless-steel burners,  
making sure you can barbecue into the early hours.

And if you think all you can barbecue is a couple of sausages, you’re 
mistaken: The BROOKLYN NEXT series is a true space miracle, and 
its top-quality accessories, such as the SWITCH GRID with its various 
inserts, the stainless steel grill pan and the grill skewers, offer many 
possibilities and keep even your most discerning guests happy. And 
because we want to treat your taste buds as well as your eyes, the 
BROOKLYN NEXT series also comes in a great design. 

URBAN GRILLING AND CHILLING!

BROOKLYN NEXT 3 

ITEM NO. 86466

>>  Stainless-steel grate 

>>   3 stainless-steel 
burners

>>  Warming grate

>>  50 mbar

STEPPING ON 
THE GAS 
WITH STYLE 
Glass bottle caseSTYLE  
For 5-kg- and 11-kg gas bottles
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kansas pro

Backburner with 
grill skewer

simple clean

If barbecuing is a question, then the KANSAS PRO series is the answer. 
Be it TURBO ZONE, HEAT RANGE, SIMPLE CLEAN or SWITCH GRID – 
if you’re opting for the KANSAS PRO series, you’re ready for anything 
and always one step ahead. And before you get started, we'll talk you 
through some of the most important steps.

LOW-TEMPERATURE COOKING 

There are many ways to cook the perfect piece 
of meat. One of them is low-temperature 
cooking. Even if the exact temperatures are 
still hotly disputed, the underlying principle 
is clear: You do not sear the meat, you cook 
it gently and slowly. This makes dishes like 
pulled pork particularly tender. First you set 
your KANSAS PRO to 80–100 °C. The closed 
lid keeps the right temperature - and your 
meat cooks in its own juices for several hour. 
Use the temperature display and a meat ther-
mometer. Because if you open the lid too of-
ten, the temperature will quickly drop below 
the critical 80 °C. 

HEAT RANGE

When you have decided you want a juicy steak, 
that’s when the fun starts. Because now we’re 
using the TURBO ZONE. Turn it to its highest 
setting and pay close attention while your 
meat, at a maximum temperature of over 
400°C, takes on spicy roasting aromas and a 
crisp, brown colour. 

But a perfect steak is not enough for the KAN-
SAS PRO: Right underneath the sturdy lid, the 
SWITCH GRID grate system gives you plenty 
of cooking options for the finest barbecue 
creations. And once you’re done, it’s all easy 
too. The SIMPLE CLEAN cleaning system, 
specially developed by Enders, will make your  
KANSAS PRO look spanking new in no time. 

heat range

WELCOME TO 
THE PROS!
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BBQlicate
B A R B E C U E  B L O G

GRILLED BY

     Smashed   Burger SMASHED BURGER FROM THE CAST PLATE

⑤  A few minutes later the second side 
will smell of roasted aromas and now 
it’s time for the cheddar and bacon jam. 
Put the cheese and jam on top of the 
burgers and ...

⑥  close the lid!

The burger is ready when the cheese has 
melted. Build your burger in this order: 
Brioche bun – mayonnaise – lettuce 
– meat (plus cheddar and bacon jam) – 
burger relish – brioche bun

 STEPS

①  Heat the cast plate with the lid closed 
for approx. 10 to 15 minutes. 

②  Shape the minced meat into 2 equally 
sized balls and place them on the pre-
heated cast plate.

③  Now press the minced meat with a 
steak iron and season with salt and 
pepper.

④  Wait for the meat to take on nice roast-
ed aromas. Turn and again season with 
salt and pepper. 

Smashed. Sounds a bit odd, but it opens up a whole new taste experience for you. The 

trend from the home of the hamburger is starting to gain ground here too and has 

already found many fans. In order to achieve the perfect level of doneness, the burger 

patties are pressed - in our case directly onto the cast plate. Try it out yourself and see 

what you can do with a little gentle pressure.

#  Use fresh minced beef with at least  
20% fat content

#  Make sure you have preheated the cast 
plate

#  Roast the brioche buns briefly from both 
sides on the cast plate. But first cut them 
in half and butter them

TI
P

S

What you need: 
 ESSENTIALS

#  450 g minced beef  
(at least 20% fat content)

#  2 brioche burger buns
#  2 tbsp butter 
#  2 slices of cheddar 
#  Salt & pepper

 ON TOP

Stokes burger relish (a good ketchup 
will also do), bacon jam, mayonnaise, 
lettuce 

What you don’t need: 
Pressure. Your burger does, but you 
stay nice and relaxed and don't let your-
self get carried away. 

Now your burger's 
coming under pressure
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4 SIK PROFI TURBO

this is what the 
Kansas pro can do:

>>  TURBO ZONE: reaches temperatures of more than 
400 °C on the grate at turbo speed for quick searing

>>  HEAT RANGE: keeps temperatures constant for 
cooking at low and high temperatures

>>  SIMPLE CLEAN: the components of the combustion 
chamber are manually removable for easy cleaning – 
no tools needed

>>  SWITCH GRID: enamelled cast grate with a variety 
of barbecuing options

>>  Infrared back burner: for juicy and crispy meat on 
the meat skewer

>>  Cooker with a cover, integrated into the lateral shelf

>>  Large window for inspecting your food

>>  Double-walled stainless-steel lid with an integrated 
thermometer

>>  Stainless steel warming grate 

>>  11-kg gas bottle can remain inside the base unit 
during use

>>  Stainless-steel flame tamers protect the burners 
and optimise heat distribution

ITEM NO. 871130
>>  4 stainless-steel burners    >>   washbasin    >>  3 base units  
>>  30 mbar 

 ITEM NO. 870930 
>>   3 stainless-steel burners    >>   30 mbar

3 SIK TURBO 
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THAT'S HOW YOU 
GET ON WITH YOUR 
NEIGHBOURS
Just use charcoal.
the AURORA
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A SPIRITED 
IDEA

YOU CAN DO IT  
WITHOUT SMOKE

EVENLY HOT
Whether in the middle or on the 
edge, the temperature is the 
same everywhere.

CHARCOAL STORAGE  
AURORA energy centre.  
Simply fill it up and you’ll be  
barbecuing for a long time. 

E-FAN BBQ TECHNOLOGY
It’s as quiet a mouse and contin-
uously adjustable; and the  
barbecue is ready for use  
in no time at all.

CONVENIENCE OVER
AND ABOVE
BARBECUING
E-fan uses batteries or a  
power bank and it is easy to  
clean thanks to its removable 
stainless-steel components.

First it won design awards, and then it won over the hearts of all people who like an easy barbecue. The 
AURORA is the non-smoker of the tabletop barbecues - its innovative E-FAN BBQ ventilation technology 
makes barbecuing with charcoal relaxing and fun. It is extremely quiet, continuously adjustable and makes 
the barbecue ready for use in no time at all. What’s more, the E-FAN BBQ fan technology can be operated 
both with batteries and with a power bank. 
The AURORA also has more to offer than just being hassle-free: The even heat distribution right up to the 
edges ensures your steaks are a success and the appliance is easy to clean even late at night. And the ex-
tremely flat design makes it compact and ergonomic. It comes as no surprise then that the design of the 
AURORA was awarded the Red Dot Award in 2017!

Our neighbours, the SAUERLAND DISTILLERS and their 
award-winning gin.
We at Enders are proud to be at home in the 
Sauerland. We can live with the unfound-
ed prejudice that the area’s inhabitants 
are tight-lipped and insular, and the quali-
ty of our products speaks for itself anyway. 
But still, it feels good when you have some  
like-minded people  near you who realise 
that actions speak louder than words and 
whose expertise is about to be appreciat-
ed around the world. We are talking about 
a bunch of friends, a crazy idea and WOOD-
LAND - a gin that is now on everyone's lips. 
Even  just three years ago, WOODLAND Sau-
erland Dry Gin was no more than a fantastic  
idea, but it has now pocketed multiple awards 
and can be found in all the trendiest bars. 

The secret of success of this premium prod-
uct from Sauerland is not only its great taste 
but also the passion of its makers. And they 
don’t just have a passion for the way they 
make their award-winning product, they also 
love the region where WOODLAND has its 
roots.

For Till Brauckmann and Matthias Czech, the 
initiators behind WOODLAND and co-found-
ers of SAUERLAND DISTILLERS, the matter 
is as clear as a premium gin: “Our passion for 
the region is reflected in our work. Everyone 
associates the Sauerland region with green 
woods and hiking tourists. But the region has 
a lot more to offer than that. FROM DAY ONE, 
WOODLAND was a brand ambassador for the 
Sauerland region.”
 
Despite the fact that they have their feet firm-
ly on the Sauerland ground: The crazy suc-
cess story surprised even the MAKERS OF 
WOODLAND. After just one and a half years 

on the market, SAUERLAND DISTILLERS 
are doing extra shifts to meet demand. But 
Enders and SAUERLAND DISTILLERS have 
more in common than the Sauerland region - 
they both continuously improve their products 
and  consider the best the enemy of the good. 
And in the case of WOODLAND this means: 
Curtain up for DRY GIN, which with its 45% al-
cohol content promises an even more intense 
taste experience than the classic Woodland 
gin.
 

If that’s not a reason to 
celebrate, we don’t know 
what is.

ITEM NO. 1365 (black)
>> Cast-iron grate
>> LED bottom illumination
>> Stainless steel cover with mirror effect

ITEM NO. 1360 (mint) 
>> Enamelled grill grid
>> Coloured cover

AURORA MIRROR 
 

AURORA 
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UV-RESISTANT, COLOURFAST, TEAR-RESISTANT

WATERPROOF BREATHABLE

Capacity: 8 litres

Capacity: 2.8 litres

CUTLERY HOLDER

BOTTLE HOLDER WITH OPENER

GRATE & GRIDDLE HOLDER

BARBECUE CUTLERY TRAY

KITCHEN ROLL HOLDER

Sometimes you can get a bit hot under the collar when you barbe-
cue. To prevent this from happening, Enders has a solution for you 
that’s as exclusive as it is simple. Our GRILL MAGS® are practical 
holders which are connected to your barbecue with strong magnets. 
The magnets with their silicone coating are very gentle on the ma-
terial, and having everything in one place and within easy reach is 
extremely easy on the nerves.

Our PREMIUM WEATHER PROTECTION COVERS are tailor-made to 
protect your barbecue  from all weathers. The fabric is made from 
a special UV-resistant fibre, it is colourfast, and the PU coating is 
breathable. What’s more, our PVC-free and odourless PREMIUM 
WEATHER PROTECTION COVERS impress with their easy handling 
and clever details, and they are of course precisely tailored to the 
respective product.

COMES SHIPPED WITH 
ELASTIC BAND

Premium weatherprotection covers

WEATHERING ALL 
WEATHERS!

AVAILABLE FOR OUR 
COMPLETE RANGE OF 
BARBECUES

MAGNETIC,  
PRACTICAL, GOODXL RUBBISH BIN

SPICE RACK

MAGNETIC HOLDER FOR BARBECUE ACCESSORIES 
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Our partner Gourmetfleisch offers 
a great selection of quality poultry.  
Find out more at  
www.gourmetfleisch.de

ROADKILL

TRY IT NOW ON THE CHICAGO

WHAT YOU NEED 
# 1 free-range corn-fed chicken
# 1 mango (diced)
# Lemon pepper
# Fresh coriander 
# 1 red chili (cut into thin rings) 
# A good olive oil
# Soya sauce
# Honey
# Hoisin sauce
# 1 lime

minutes, when the core of the chicken should have reached about 
50 °C in, the temperature is raised to about 250 °C.

How to glaze 
Mix together 2 tbsp each of soya sauce, honey and hoisin sauce 
and - as soon as the chicken has reached a core temperature of 
about 70 °C - generously apply the glaze using a brush.

That ’s it!
Serve the chicken once it has reached a core temperature of about 
75 °C. The coriander, diced mango and chilli add the finishing 
touches to your roadkill chicken.

CHICKEN
WHAT YOU DO 
To turn a chicken into roadkill chicken, you remove the spine and 
break the sternum with the flat of your hand. 
For the marinade, chop fresh coriander and mix it with plenty of 
olive oil, the juice of the lime and 1-2 teaspoons of lemon pepper. 
Then spread the marinade on both sides of the roadkill chicken.

Your CHICAGO will be ready when the cooking chamber tempera-
ture has reached 200°. If you like it a little smoky, add wooden 
chunks from our special smoke box. 
Once the desired temperature is reached, you put the roadkill 
chicken into a bowl and place it on the grill grate. After about 30 

ITEM NO. 8129630 
>>  4 stainless-steel burners 
>> Cooker 
>> Stainless-steel grate
>> 30 mbar

ITEM NO. 89377630 
>>  TURBO ZONE
>> Cast iron SWITCH GRID
>> 2 fold-down lateral shelves
>> 30 mbar

4 K 3 R TURBO 

TI
P

CHICKEN WITH 
A DIFFERENCE
Very lean, a true all-rounder on 
any barbecue, great for people 
who watch what they eat - in 
fact, poultry is a must at every 
barbecue. But (and this is quite 
a big “but“): Chicken, duck, 
turkey & co. also have their pit-
falls. 
 
If you’ve ever had a dried-
out piece of chicken on your 
barbecue you’ll know what 
we're talking about. To make 
sure this won’t happen to you 
ever again, here is a recipe 
that combines the best of all 
worlds. Not too fatty, yet juicy 
and tasty. 
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The SWITCH GRID - a new dimension of barbecue fun. Your new op-
tions include the Sear Grate for searing and successful meat brand-
ing, the Hot Stone for delicious pizzas, the poultry cooker for deli-
cious crispy meat and, last but not least, you can conjure up delicious 
side dishes straight from the frying pan. The bottom line: Whatever 
you want to create is now just a question of having the right insert, 
and it’s super easy to replace. And if you don't believe us, we have 
a recipe for you that illustrates all the options of the SWITCH GRID. 
Yes, you’ve read that right: Mussels in a white wine sauce. If you have 
ever tasted these fishermen's friends you’ll know that they taste of 
the sea. 

AN INSERT FOR ANY SITUATION

Switch grid

PIMP YOUR 
GRILL!

And this is how it works
POULTRY COOKER 
•  For preparing poultry and  
 vegetables simultaneously
•  Stainless-steel body with sturdy  
 handles made of enamelled cast  
 iron
•  Screw-in poultry holder, easy to  
 clean

PIZZA STONE 
• To effortlessly make a thin-crust   
 pizza or sweet pastry 
• Ceramic pizza stone (Ø 31.5 cm)
• Enamelled cast iron handle

SEAR GRATE 
• For quick searing
• Brands your food with a unique   
 pattern
•  Solid, enamelled cast iron

FRYING PAN 
• For frying potatoes or vegetables
• Extra-tall edge 4 cm) to help you  
 flip the food in the pan
• Solid, enamelled cast iron

① First you have to thoroughly sort 
through the mussels. Any that are already 
open must not be eaten. Thoroughly clean the 
others in water.

 

 

② Thinly slice the spring onions 
and sauté them and some garlic 
in a little olive oil in the grill pan. Then you 
deglaze it with white wine and bring it back 
to a boil. When the white wine has reduced 
by about half, put the mussels in the pan 
andreduce the temperature.

 ③ Simmer the mussels in the white wine 
sauce for approx. 15-20 minutes and wait for 
them to open. Slice a lemon and add it to the 
pan together with some parsley. Serve the 
mussels in the pan. Please note: Throw 
away any mussels that have not opened 
during cooking!

③

②

①
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STILL  SHINY 
AFTER THE 
BARBECUE
OUR CLEANING 
ACCESSORIES

PREMIUM BARBECUE BRUSH 
with stainless-steel bristles  
ITEM NO. 8814

GRILL GRATE CLEANER  
500 ml  
ITEM NO. 4974

BARBECUE 
CLEANER  
500 ml  
ITEM NO. 4975

PREMIUM GRILL FORK ITEM NO. 8789

SET OF 3 PREMIU
M BARBECUE CUTLERY + BAG ITEM N

O. 8
78
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 8
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SET OF 4        PIZZA STONES 

BURGER PRESS ITEM NO. 8813 
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CUTLERY TRAY ITEM NO. 8815

PREMIUM GRILL TONG ITEM NO. 8787

PREMIUM BARBECUE FLIPPER ITEM NO. 8788

WE HAVE 
EVERYTHING YOU 
COULSPOSSIBLY 
NEED

Whether you need cutlery or skewers, a pizza stone 
or a smoke box: Our range of accessories leaves 
nothing to be desired. Here you can find everything 
you need for your perfect barbecue adventure, 
from preparation to grilling and cleaning. 

OUR ACCESSORIES
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  8
91

1
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Imagine one of the best and most messy to eat meat dishes ever. You gnaw at 
the bones, the marinade is sticking to your fingers and you’re simply happy.  
That’s how lots of people feel when they’ve just barbecued some spare ribs. 

A good barbecue is not about the number of 
burners or the size of the grate: The quality 
of a barbecue is all about how its  individ-
ual components interact. Properly coordi-
nated components, from the burner to the 
flame tamer and the grill grate, bring deli-
cious results. The Enders HEAT RANGE is 
a burner system that means you always 
have the temperature of your barbecue 
fully under control. With HEAT RANGE the 
temperature is evenly distributed over the 
entire range. From low-temperature cook-
ing at 80 °C to maximum heat of 400 °C on the 

grillgrate. The temperature stays constant 
throughout and nothing is left to chance. 

YOUR HEAT RANGE: 

>> Professional heat control and heat  
 distribution 

>> Perfect coordination of all  
 components 

>> Perfect control over the entire  
 temperature range 

>> Constant temperature from low- 
 temperature cooking from 80 °C to  
 a maximum of 400 °C on the grate

YOU CAN FIND THEM ON OUR 
OVWEVIEW PAGE OR AT WWW.
ENDERS-GERMANY.COM

OTHER BOSTONS

Spare ribs combine two of the best 
things in the world: Enjoyment and fun. 

Spare ribs are true all-rounders. You can grill them directly and 
indirectly, smoke them and barbecue them and use all kinds of 
glazes, coatings and spice mixes - and the perfectly tender meat 
forgives (almost) everything. The secret of spare ribs lies in their 
origin. No, we are not talking about some enchanted place known 
only to a few insiders, we’re talking about the ribs from the pork 
belly. Here, where relative fat and meat content is virtually ideal, 
a special raw cut is the first step towards a successful barbecue. 

the marinade.
But as soon as we’ve taken the first step, things start to get compli-
cated. Because now you have to decide which of the many recipes 
will form the basis for your marinade. If you dress up as a pirate to 
a fancy dress party, you might like the Buccaneer Ribs with orange, 
onion, chilli and garlic. Or perhaps you always order sweet-and-
sour when you go for a Chinese? Then we suggest a recipe made 
from cider, lemon juice, apricots, jalapeños and Worcester sauce. 
Your head is spinning already and you don’t like making decisions at 

the best of times? Then how about a classic rum- and honey-based 
BBQ sauce and see what happens.
 

3 ... 2 ... 1 ... That’s it! 
To prepare your spare ribs you’re best off using the 3/2/1 method. 
That means: You indirectly cook the ribs for 3 hours at 110 °C  or 
smoke them using apple or hickory wood. Then you steam them for 2 
hours in a liquid of your choice (such as apple juice or cola) at approx. 
120 °C. Finally, you glaze the ribs for about 1 hour at 110 °C. 

To make sure all this effort is worth it, remember: Use the best pos-
sible meat you can get your hands on! We recommend our partner 
Gourmetfleisch, whose dream team of master butchers, meat somme-
liers and professional chefs has put together a very special selection 
of spare ribs for you. Already marinated or natural, a classic cut or a 
St. Louis style cut, Duroc pork or US beef: Here you find your very own  
spare ribs happiness. For more details visit: www.gourmetfleisch.de

ITEM NO. 886430

>>  Double TURBO ZONE: double TURBO 
ZONE for extremely high heat and a 
perfectly seared steak

>>  HEAT RANGE: keeps temperatures 
constant for cooking at low and high 
temperatures

>>  SWITCH GRID: the solid stainless-steel 
grate offers versatile grilling options 

>>  6 continuously adjustable stainless-steel 
burners and a huge barbecue surface

>>  Cooker integrated into lateral shelf

>> Stainless-steel smoker included

>>  Double-walled, enamelled cooking hood

>>  30 mbar

HEAT RANGE
ALL UNDER 
CONTROL

BOSTON BLACK 6 KR TURBO

hiprib

TEMPERATURE SETTING AND CONTROL
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Spark a new 
flame. 
NOVA LED Patio fireplace. 

The most beautiful fire you 
could light. 
Our barbecues can do almost everything, but unfortunately 
they’re no good as lighting. So what do we do when the after-
noon becomes evening and the relaxed barbecue turns into a 
jolly party? The solution: Our NOVA LED patio fireplace with 
three sources of light for the perfect atmosphere. The flame 
is surrounded by red LED light and indirect lighting creates 
a shimmering effect in the column base. The NOVA LED also 
has an impressive design. The slim housing in black or grey is 
complemented by glass cylinders and reflectors in perfectly 
matching colours.

And NOVA LED is so compact that you can set it up  virtually 
anywhere. 
 

Features 
• Available in 2 sizes: 88 cm and 102 cm

• Atmospheric flickering flames create a relaxed vibe 

• 100% pre-assembled, can be used straight away

• Flame guard made of fireproof glass

• Continuously adjustable flame height

• Thermoelectric ignition safety device and tilt  
 protection for safety

The ECOLINE PURE patio 
heater makes you cosy and 
warm and it’s eco-friendly 
at the same time.Its low con-
sumption is based on the fact 
that it emits up to 83 percent 
less CO2 for the same heat 
output as a conventional 12 
kW gas heater. The two heat-
ing units can be added individ-
ually, they can swivel and are 
therefore highly efficient. 

It’s a mere 1.20 metres in height, 
but it’s great when it comes to 
performance. Compact, elegant 
and powerful, the POLO 2.0 cre-
ates cosy warmth without risk. 
The integrated wind pro-
tection means the burner is 
protected from the wind and 
heat can be emitted in a spe-
cific direction. 

NOVA LED

IT WARMS 
YOUR 
HEART
our PATIO HEATER

You want have a good time with your guests even when it’s cool outside 
but still act responsibly when it comes to the climate? With Enders you’ll 
be nice and warm and still have a clear conscience, because our patio 
heater with the green ECO seal consumes an impressive 83 percent less 
energy and produces less CO2 emissions.

With ECO burner technology

Less gas consumption and 
harmful emissions – with EL-
EGANCE less is more. Thanks 
to the eco-friendly ECO GREEN 
burner, it has an output of 6 
kW. This results in an up to 50 
percent longer service life than 
a conventional patio heater. If 
you’re not convinced yet, take 
a look at how slim the pol-
ished stainless steel heat-
er is and its sophisticated 
technology.

POLO 2.0 
 
ITEM NO. 546022 
30 MBAR

ECOLINE PURE
 
ITEM NO. 5640
50 MBAR

ELEGANCE 6 KW 

ITEM NO. 9351
50 MBAR

YOU CAN DO IT WITHOUT GAS!

Discover our 
electric patio 
heaters here.
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Urban

Monroe Pro

Boston Black

kansas pro Chicago

explorernext brooklynnext 

Aurora auroramirror

AT A GLANCE!
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SPACE  
ITEM NO. 1382

COPPER 
ITEM NO. 1368

BLACK  
ITEM NO. 1365

GREY 
ITEM NO. 1364

MINT  
ITEM NO. 1360

TAUPE  
ITEM NO. 1363

PINK  
ITEM NO. 1370
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MATTE SILVER  
ITEM NO. 1380
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LEGAL NOTICE

YOU HAVEN’T HAD ENOUGH YET? 
Visit us at www.enders-germany.com for many more offers and inspirations.

Enders Colsman AG
Brauck 1
58791 Werdohl
 
Cooperation partners
Gourmetfleisch
BBQlicate
Sauerland Distillers  
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